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From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Friday, September 29, 2006 4:44 PM PT 
To: Huang Houfa aka Philip 
Cc: rest; Tefo; Rush Limbaugh; President@whitehouse.gov; Ron Bellows – AIG, 
Senior Risk Management Specialist-; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; 
Sternshow@howardstern.com; johnandken@johnandkenshow.com; Bill Handle - KFI 
640 AM "More Stimulating Talk Sh*t Radio" [sic]; Dr. Laura Family; zig@kfi640.com; 
Arthur Carter - Publisher of the New York Observer; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The 
Diamond Invention; editor@shanghaidaily.com; South China Morning Post; Eliot Spitzer 
- Attorney General of New York State ; 60m@cbsnews.com; Newell Starks - Chairman 
of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation fronting 
corporation; Mossad; JRK@class-action-law.com; United States Justice Department; 
President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-
Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; SupremeInternetCourt@yahoogroups.com 
Subject: RE: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IS IN MUCH BIGGER TROUBLE THAN 
ANYTHING SO FAR REPORTED IN THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA...Let me know…. 
 
I’m happy that you are still with us. 
 
I am using this opportunity to introduce you to Tefo, my South African friend who a good 
number of people thought would wait longer before “showing up” once again. 
 
When viewing the previous hyperlink you will note if you have been paying as much 
attention to my writings as those at the top of the DAAC pyramid that it takes you to a 
rather brief communiqué I broadcasted prior to Tefo later “showing up”. 
 
Tefo has now “reappeared” after a relatively long absence realizing, in my humble but 
seasoned opinion, that he has nothing to gain by staying away from my increasingly 
bright and very public spotlight. 
 
Tefo first came to me after he was researching on the Internet one of my more high 
profile South African clients, i.e. he didn’t type in my name alongside Solly Krok in the 
Google search engine and therefore doesn’t need to be reminded as much as others of 
my SIGNIFICANT “footprint” on the Internet that drives my adversaries nothing short of 
stark raving nuts as they don’t quite know what to do and by doing nothing their 
“deafening silences” have their adversaries doing increasingly more Internet searches 
as I sit back relaxed, going for walks, thinking apart from having more sex with my 
extraordinarily in shape and most beautiful body wife, what I must have done so right by 
our extraordinarily good, vengeful and SMART G-d. 
 
Tefo is very possibly the most “in tune” individual on my email list and a lot of it has to 
do with the way he was raised by his parents, black South Africans who remember well 
the “ongoing” atrocities of the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel’s South African 
Apartheid Regime. 
 



In choosing not to take the “easy path to riches” by simply “keeping under his hat” all 
the Knowledge-Information-Light that I was providing “free of charge”, i.e. by telling 
Solly Krok who like most getting more than their fair share of the graft-spoils of victory 
just “want to be liked”, those of us they consider “smart”, i.e. smart enough not to ever 
let the likes of Solly Krok know that not only is he a crook but a not very smart crook, 
Tefo has remained “smart” understanding perfectly that when the Black ANC 
government “came to power” in South Africa back in the early 1990s all that took place 
was a “Regime Change”. 
 
Unlike you who was not afforded the opportunity because of the Cultural Revolution to 
study mathematics, Tefo mastered this INCREASINGLY UNIMPORTANT subject very 
well providing him MOST OF ALL with self-confidence that he could “play the game” 
and of course I doubt very much if Tefo, as knowledgeable as he is on so many different 
subjects, can “hold a candle” to your enormous knowledge of English literature. 
 
It is all a game this very important “game of life” that good chess players like Tefo know 
is all about getting your opponent to play to your advantage. 
 
But again, just like mathematics is not as important as it once was, nor is the need so 
great that we be “competitive”. 
 
What I am right now pointing out does take no more than the most basic of common 
sense to understand but it certainly requires an excellent command of the 
EXTRAORDINARY “sly English” language that was ripped out of the Latin one of the 
spiritual languages like Hebrew, Aramaic, Arabic and Greek by politician-lawyers-liars to 
confuse the masses. 
 
Again, Tefo is one of those VERY FEW individuals on my email list who DOES NOT 
need to have ANYTHING repeated LET ALONE have me repeat the same old boring 
stuff time and again, bearing in mind I am mostly catering to the out-of-shape, Bell 
Shape curve poorly educated “most average”, sex starved westerners who have this 
insatiable appetite to make up for their so boring TV filled lives, waiting anxiously by their 
computer for the “latest dirt”, clicking on this hyperlink and that hyperlink. 
 
This is mostly for me as well as Tefo to figure out your “command” of the English 
language in order to assist Tefo to assist you to assist Tefo whose business is 
translating rather technical stuff in to the 11 official languages of South Africa. 
 
I have never met Tefo and the last I heard from him prior to him emailing me a couple of 
days ago was that he was possibly coming to the United States for a visit. 
 
It may turn out that we are all better off meeting in China for reasons that are fairly 
obvious. 
 
The “deafening silence” right now, in particular westerners, to the EXTRAORDINARY 
fraud of the Normandy Invasion that I have known about since days after I immigrated to 
the United States back on March 17th 1978, may in fact cause them all, in particular 
those who have a “hard on” for George W. Bush to begin, “shutting the f... up” [sic]. 
 
You have to remember that following the June 5th-6th 1944 Normandy Invasion that was 
EXCLUSIVELY to “set up” the Bretton Woods Conference of July 1944 which “placed a 



gun to the head” of all the world’s military weak nations including China, westerners 
have been ALL ABOUT MONEY, specifically worthless-fictitious DeBeers-Dollars. 
 
With that in mind you can appreciate how EXTRAORDINARILY TRAUMATIC it is NOW 
for such peoples to get their “arms around” the truth of their so celebrated Normandy 
Invasion where Allied Commanding Officers simply threw their young flesh on to the 
beaches of Normandy where they got shot to threads just for the SINGLE reason of 
letting our future tyrants and their “second-in-command” know how “cold blooded” us 
DAAC controlled ruthless westerners WOULD CONTINUE to be should any “second-
in-command” make the mistake of “jumping the gun”. 
 
You should also know that Tefo is an athlete who today while half my age may not be 
close to being in as good shape that I am which only means that he and I could both still 
improve significantly which is not to suggest that either one of us will live long enough to 
get in to MDG’s awesome shape. 
 
It is very important if your dream is to understand exactly how the whole system works 
and what your “role” is that you never not for a minute forget the ingenious design of the 
body. 
 
The fact that there are so extraordinarily few clerics in the entire world in good physical 
shape eating themselves to death while thinking nothing of the hypocrisy while they 
preach all about the “goodness” of our Superior Being, rarely if ever talking about God 
being SMART for that would begin to beg far too tough questions. 
 
One of the things one notices in China is the fairly large number of Buddhist Temples 
BUT NOTHING like the number of blood sucking churches, synagogues and mosques 
that we have here in the United States. 
 
Without the poor there would be no church and without the church there would be no 
poor. 
 
Those Chinese officials in charge of taxing those Buddhist Temples especially those in 
the high rent districts should be revered and honored. 
 
The United States of America is in MUCH BIGGER trouble than anything so far reported 
in the mainstream media. 
 
I heard the other day that this one right wing talking head on radio, Rush Limbaugh has 
a brother who wrote a book titled, BANKRUPT which Limbaugh apparently said was a 
“good book” while at the same time MAKING CERTAIN his readers UNDERSTOOD 
that his brother had not asked him to promote the book. 
 
Rush Limbaugh is a liar but no different to every single member of the western media, so 
far I haven’t found a single exception. 
 
Limbaugh is a crook simply now trying to “cover his butt”. 
 
I know versus believe that Limbaugh and Co. are reading just like their puppeteers at the 
top of the DAAC pyramid everything that I write. 
 



Moreover, Limbaugh and Co. know that not only do I speak the truth but I can in fact 
spell things out pretty clearly even without an editor. 
 
Limbaugh’s brother for all I know may have gleamed more than just a little insight from 
my insightful and heavily broadcasted missives. 
 
The fact that Limbaugh’s brother would write a book with such a BOLD title and yet the 
President of the United States has NOT YET called for an immediate suspension in the 
trading of shares of public corporations thereby protecting the innocent and weak tells 
you that Limbaugh fully recognizes that Americans are NOT YET ready to HEAR THE 
TRUTH because they cannot HANDLE THE TRUTH. 
 
But that all could change in a matter of moments once the world comes to realize that 
the Chinese along with the overwhelming majority of Israelis, certainly those currently 
“calling the shots”, are peaceful. 
 
Let me explain this but just a little allowing poorly bred-educated folks here in the 
western world an opportunity to think that I “may be” crazy bearing in mind this is not 
only a crazy world but my “crazy thoughts” will inevitably change the world for the 
better. 
 
We constantly hear on radio and watch on TV Arabs proud to be killing people in the 
name of Allah and at the same time saying Allah is great. 
 
And high ranking Christians here in the United States with a much bigger blow horn than 
the Mullahs with their loudspeakers ARE ALLOWED to broadcast calling for the killing, 
also in the name of God, of Chavez, President of Venezuela who has yet to call for all 
the world’s net exporters of oil to refuse the worthless-fictitious and so blood stained 
DeBeers-Dollars. 
 
The non-fanatical State of Israel, denounced by the DAAC’s fanatical Hassid-Black 
Hatters, is just standing the ground for the right to exist outside of religion. 
 
With each passing moment the “partnership” between Chinese and Israelis is, thank G-
d, getting stronger, perhaps even right this moment at the point where the war 
mongering fanatics DARING to clothe themselves in the brotherly love of both 
Christianity and Islam will begin to, “shut the ef up” [sic]! 
 
Looking forward to seeing you again soon. 
 
Peace, 
 
Gary 
 

[Word count 1689] 
     
 

 
From:From:From:From: huang houfa 

Sent:Sent:Sent:Sent: Thursday, September 28, 2006 3:19 AM 



To:To:To:To: gevisser@sbcglobal.net 

Subject:Subject:Subject:Subject: RE: Let me know when n you are next online. I would like to run by 

you something I am working on to see if it would all make sense to you. 

 

hi! for some reasons i haven't followed up most of ur e-mails sent 

recently.sorry for that.but i still hope everything is going on well with ur 

writings.i don't know what i can do for any help to u.i can be online tonight 

. 

all the best. 

philip huang . 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser 
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2006 10:26 AM PT 
To: huang houfa 
Subject: Let me know when n you are next online. I would like to run by you something I 
am working on to see if it would all make sense to you. 
  
 


